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The fascinating south India is an exotic land full of beauty and dotted with untouched beaches. The
stunning sunrise and sunset is why people flock to the coastal areas of Kerala and Tamil Nadu.
Tours to south India start at less than four thousand dollars. After an experience in incredible India
you will never want to leave. Travel to the north of India to take in some historical sites and include a
trip to the Taj Mahal in Agra. Take a detour to Jaisalmer and the rest of Rajasthan where you will be
able to visit palaces and forts of ancient Mughal Dynasties. 

Travelling down south

South India is known for its spices, beaches, ayurvedic therapies and yoga techniques. It has a rich
cultural background and houses ancient temples that are still standing and in pristine condition. A
good Tamil Nadu travel package will take you to the beautiful cities of Pondicherry and Mysore. In
Pondicherry, you will experience the Dutch, Chinese and Portuguese influence that has been left on
the city. The city is famous for its heritage buildings and mouth watering restaurants. Similarly
Mysore and Tanjore are good cities to visit specially to visit the world heritage listed temples and
monuments. Tours to south India are plenty and very reasonable for families.

Cities to visit in north India

Besides a Tamil Nadu travel experience, make sure you get the chance to visit north India. Make a
trip to Delhi, Rajasthan and Gujarat, or at least one. Raajsthan is dotted with historical buildings like
the palaces of Jaipur and the Fort of Fatehpur Sikri. Visit the hawa Mahal and the local bazaars.
This is another reflection of Incredible India. While in Delhi, make a trip to the historical Jama Masjid
and the Qtub Minar. Visit the Presidential palace and the Indian museum to take a tour back in time.

Fast booking

Book at the speed of light online and you can avail of some of the best prices and tours. These are
value for money and cut the need for you to run back and forth to the agent. When booking online,
you need to check for certain details. Make sure you have the entire itenary of your travel to
Incredible India as well the details of your hotels. Check the weather forecast for the regions you will
be visiting and pack accordingly. Lastly, just have fun and take in the sites and surroundings.
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